
Key Features:
Initial Cost Assessment: Begin with a thorough analysis of
your current AWS usage.

Tailored Planning: Receive custom plans focused on EC2,
balanced resource use, and high savings options.

Strategic Onboarding: Set up client-specific segments in
Archera for isolated data tracking.

Dynamic Analysis: Leverage Archera's tools to review basic
and custom plans for optimal savings.

Customized Solutions: Create plans that cater to the unique
needs and business goals of each client.

About our
Cloud Finance Practice

A Cloud Cost Optimization Analysis is designed to save you 10-30% in your Cloud spend, immediately.
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Deliverables
Executive Overview: a summary narrative of the current state
analysis and key recommendations.

Comprehensive Report: a detailed document covering your
current state, related best practices and our recommendations
for improvement.

Operational Plan: a detailed, yet concise, document for your
organization to implement and operationalize the established
recommendations. This may include a narrative or list of the
specific technical improvements, innovations for tools
rationalization and corresponding budget optimization.

Implementation: (Optional) of a cloud financial management or
cloud platform tool with configuration to deliver on-going
visibility across the technology and business teams.

LEARN MORE
https:/alignedtg.com/aws-cloud-cost-optimization/
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Benefits
Cost Reduction: Identify and implement savings
opportunities across AWS services.
Business Alignment: Align AWS usage with business
objectives and operational requirements.
Efficiency Improvement: Streamline resource usage
without sacrificing performance.
Flexible Planning: Adjust plans based on changing
business needs and AWS usage patterns.

Process
Onboarding: Integrate AWS data with Archera and set
up client-specific segments.

1.

Initial Analysis: Evaluate pre-configured Archera plans
for immediate insights.

2.

Custom Plan Creation: Develop plans based on one-
year commitments with flexible payment options.

3.

Detailed Review: Analyze potential savings and tailor
plans to fit client needs.

4.

Final Recommendations: Deliver a comprehensive
report with a spectrum of optimization strategies.

5.
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